
 
 

Morning report day 312 – January 1 

The report is based on media reports, expert analyses, and official information 
posted online. Mariia Symonova has supported my efforts throughout.  

Situation  

According to information from the General Staff as of 06.00 01.01.2023, 
supplemented by its [18:00 assessment].  

“[Russian forces do not stop offensive actions in the Lyman and Bakhmut areas 
and make attempts to improve the tactical position in the Kupyansk and Avdiivka 
directions.] 

On December 31, 2022, the adversary launched 31x missiles and 12x air 
strikes, as well as more than 70x MLRS attacks. Civilian infrastructure of 
Chernihiv, Sumy, Kyiv, Khmelnytskyi, Donetsk, Zaporizhzhia, Mykolaiv, and 
Kherson oblasts was damaged. Information on civilian casualties is being 
finalized. 

[In the period from 12:40 to 14:30, 

Russian forces launched a massive 
missile attack. According to preliminary 
data, a total of about 20 missile launches 
were carried out. Several of them did 
not reach Ukraine and fell on the 
territory of the Russian Federation 
(information is being clarified). The forces 
and means of air defence of the Air Force 
destroyed 12 cruise missiles in Kyiv, 
Zhytomyr and Khmelnytskyi oblasts. 
Also, in the Kyiv oblast, an enemy UAV 
"Orlan-10" was shot down, which was 
conducting aerial reconnaissance during 
a missile attack and was trying to 
identify the positions of our air defence.] 

In addition, Russian forces launched 
13x Iranian Shahed-136 combat 
UAVs. All of them have been destroyed 
by the Ukrainian Defence Forces. 

The threat of enemy air and missile 
strikes across all of Ukraine remains high. Stay cautious! 

On December 31, 2022, Ukrainian troops repelled the occupant forces’ attacks in 
the vicinities of settlements of Stelmakhivka, Ploshchanka, Bilohorivka 
(Luhansk oblast), Soledar, Bakhmutske, Bakhmut, Ozaryanivka, Marinka, 
and Pobjeda (Donetsk oblast). 

Volyn, Polissia, Sivershchyna, and Slobozhanshchyna axes: the situation is 
stable, Russian forces maintain a military presence in the border areas, and no 
signs of the formation of offensive groups have been found yet. 

• Sivershchyna, and Slobozhanshchyna axes: the adversary fired artillery 
and mortars at the vicinities of settlements of Buchky and Yasna Polyana 
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(Chernihiv oblast); Novovasylivka, Vyntorivka, Ulanove, Studenok, Khodyne, 
Hirky, Iskryskivschyna, Krasnopillya (Sumy oblast), and Udy, Strilecha, 
Alisivka, Krasne, Starytsya, Hatyshche, Vovchans’k, Ternova, and 
Katerynivka (Kharkiv oblast). 

• Kupyansk axis: Lozova Persha, Zakhidne, Masyutivka, Tokarivka, 
Kup’yans’k, Orlyanske (Kharkiv oblast), Novoselivs’ke, Stel’makhivka, and 
Andriivka (Luhansk oblast) were shelled. 

• Lyman axis: Ploshchanka, Makiivka, Nevske, Dibrova (Luhansk oblast), 
Chervonopopivka, Terny, and Tors’ke (Donetsk oblast) came under fire. 

• Bakhmut axis: Russian forces fired tanks, mortars, artillery and missile 
systems at the positions of our troops in the vicinities of more than 25x 
settlements. Among them are Spirne, Soledar, Bakhmuts’ke, Bakhmut, 
Kostiantynivka, Kurdyumivka, Maiorsk, and New York (Donetsk oblast). 

• Avdiivka axis: Vesele, Avdiivka, Nevelske, Mar’inka, Krasnohorivka, and 
Novomykhailivka (Donetsk oblast) came under fire. 

• Novopavlivka axis: the adversary keeps shelling Vremivka, Velyka 
Novosilka, Prechystivka, Vuhledar, and Mykil’s’ke (Donetsk oblast). 

• Zaporizhzhia axis: occupants' fire was reported in more than 20x 

settlements. Among them are Ol’hivs’ke, Hulyaipole, Stepove, Charivne, and 
Dorozhnyanka (Zaporizhzhia oblast). 

• Kherson axis: Russian occupants continue terrorizing civilians. Civilian 
infrastructure of Antonivka, Tokarivka, Mykolaivka, and Kherson has been 
shelled. 

Russian forces continue to lose manpower. During the last week, about 350x 
wounded servicemen of the invaders were delivered to the city hospital of 
Bilovodsk (Luhansk oblast). 

On December 30, 2022, enemy losses made up to 160x wounded occupants, 
and 10x units of military equipment of various types were destroyed in 
Zaporizhzhia oblast. Information about the eliminated invaders is currently being 
finalized. 

Russian forces intensified counter-intelligence activities in the vicinity of the 
settlement of Lyman Druhyi (Kharkiv oblast). The invaders are searching for pro-
Ukrainian population among the civilians. 

[The Russian occupying forces strengthened the administrative and police 
regime for the period of the New Year holidays in some settlements of the 
temporarily occupied territory. So, from December 31, 2022, to January 6, 2023, 
the city of Henichesk in the Kherson oblast was closed to the public, and residents 
of the surrounding villages were also prohibited from leaving.] 

[In order to install a system of engineering barriers in the temporarily occupied 
and occupied territories of Donetsk, Luhansk and Kherson oblasts, the occupiers 
are recruiting civilians from the territory of the Russian Federation.] 

The Ukrainian Air Force launched strikes at 1 concentration of Russian forces, as 
well as 1 position of its anti-aircraft missile system, while our missile and artillery 
units hit 1 command post, 4 concentrations of manpower, as well as 1 UAV control 
post of the occupants.” 

Air Defence destroyed 45 "Shahed" UAVs on New Year's Eve, the Ukrainian 
General Staff reports. “On the night of December 31, 2022, to January 1, 2023, the 
Russian invaders attacked Ukraine with Iranian-made Shahed-131/136 kamikaze 
drones. As a result of the combat operation, the air defence of the Air Force, in 
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cooperation with the air defence of other components of the Defence Forces of 
Ukraine, destroyed 45 attack UAVs. Thirteen in 2022 and 32 in 2023.” 

• Air defence shoots down 32 air targets over Kyiv.  

Russia fires over 20 missiles at Ukraine, air defence destroys 12, Ukrainska 
Pravda reports, citing Valerii Zaluzhnyi, Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces 
of Ukraine. "The terrorist state of the Russian Federation has launched another 
massive missile attack on civilian facilities of our country. Preliminarily, the invaders 
fired more than 20 air-launched cruise missiles from the Caspian Sea and ground-
based missile systems using Tu-95 strategic bombers. 

 Zaluzhnyi states that forces and means of Air Defence of Ukraine destroyed 12 
cruise missiles, 6 over Kyiv Oblast, 5 over Zhytomyr Oblast and 1 over 
Khmelnytskyi Oblast.” 

Several Russian missiles did not reach Ukraine and fell on Russian territory, 
Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing the press service of the command of the Air Force 
of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. "On 31 December, at around 13:00, Russian forces 
attacked Ukraine from Tu-95MS strategic missile carriers from the Caspian Sea and 
Iskander-M ground-based operational-tactical systems. 

Preliminary reports indicate that about 20 missiles were launched in total. Several 
of them did not reach Ukraine and fell on the territory of the Russian Federation 
(this information is being confirmed)." 

Explosions reported in Crimea, Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing ChP/Crimea and 
the Department of Strategic Communications of the Armed Forces of 
Ukraine. “Media and Telegram channels have reported on explosions in the cities of 
Dzhankoi and Yevpatoriia in occupied Crimea. 

Telegram channels that monitor launches of missiles reported that Dzhankoi was 
hit by a high-precision weapon. The Department of Strategic Communications 
reported on explosions near the airport in the city of Dzhankoi.” 

Five Russian warships combat ready in the Black Sea, none of them carrying 

missiles, Ukrinform reports, citing the Ukrainian Navy. “Five Russian warships are 
remaining combat ready in the Black Sea, but none of them is a missile carrier. 

In the Black Sea, up to five enemy warships are remaining on combat duty, the 
report states. In the Sea of Azov, one Russian warship is remaining combat-ready. 
In the Mediterranean Sea, there are nine Russian warships, including five Kalibr-
type cruise missile carriers with a total volley of 72 missiles.” 

Ukraine's defence forces recaptured 40% of territory after Feb 24, Ukrinform 

reports, citing Brigadier General Oleksii Hromov, Deputy Chief of the Main 
Operational Department of the Ukrainian General Staff. “The Armed Forces of 
Ukraine and other elements of the defence forces liberated 40% of the territory 
occupied after February 24.  

The liberation of the right-bank Kherson region brought the total area of de-
occupied territories to almost 40,000 square kilometres. This autumn alone, 
12,000 square kilometres were liberated and about 500 settlements were 
recaptured during an offensive operation in the Kharkiv region, and about 6,000 
square kilometres were liberated and more than 200 settlements were retaken 
during an offensive operation in the Kherson direction," Hromov said. 

He also added that 14,000 square kilometres had been liberated in the Chernihiv 
and Sumy regions and 7,000 square kilometres in the northern Kyiv region.” 

https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2023/01/1/7383174/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383138/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383138/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383147/
https://t.me/kpszsu/2242
https://t.me/kpszsu/2242
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383127/
https://t.me/chp_crimea/15243?fbclid=IwAR3PoFnh1xIcqBLHwrwBMmkH2M56QqOpVBL3Ex1uL7FpH15wvW0drbVNPJY
https://t.me/AFUStratCom/11278
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https://t.me/ukrainian_navy/1751
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According to British Defence Intelligence, (last 48 hours): 

• On 29 December 2022, Russian forces launched another wave of long-range 

strikes across Ukraine, once again primarily targeting the power 
distribution network. Since October, Russia has sustained a general pattern 
of conducting an intensive wave of strikes every seven to ten days. 

• Russia is almost certainly following this approach in an attempt to 

overwhelm Ukrainian air defences. However, there is a realistic possibility 
that Russia will break this pattern to strike again in the coming days in an 
effort to undermine the morale of the Ukrainian population over the new year 
holiday period. 

As of Sunday 1 January, the approximate losses of weapons and military 
equipment of the Russian Armed Forces from the beginning of the invasion to the 
present day:  

• Personnel – about 106720 (+760), 

• Tanks – 3031 (+2),  

• Armoured combat vehicles – 6084 (+9), 

• Artillery systems – 2021 (+5), 

• Multiple rocket launchers –MLRS - 423 (+0), 

• Air defence means – 213 (+1),  

• Aircraft - 283 (+0), 

• Helicopters - 269 (+0), 

• Automotive technology and fuel tanks – 4720 (+13), 

• Vessels/boats - 16 (+0), 

• UAV operational and tactical level – 1792 (+46), 

• Special equipment – 181 (+1),  

• Mobile SRBM system – 4 (+0), 

• Cruise missiles – 723 (+12), 

Russian enemy suffered the greatest losses (of the last day) in the Lyman and 

Bakhmut directions. 

Russians have lost more weapons and equipment than they had when the 
invasion started – General Staff report, Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing 
Brigadier-General Oleksii Hromov, Deputy Chief of the Main Operational 
Department of the Ukrainian General Staff. "Russian forces continue to suffer huge 
losses in combat. In terms of the main types of weapons and military equipment, such 
as tanks, armoured combat vehicles and artillery systems, their losses now exceed 

the number of weapons and military equipment which they had at the start 
of the invasion. 

In particular, we have destroyed more than 3,000 enemy tanks, 6,000 armoured 
combat vehicles, 2,000 artillery systems, 420 multiple-launch rocket systems, 
about 300 combat aircraft, and 270 helicopters. 

Brigadier-General Hromov also emphasised that since the beginning of the 
hostilities, Ukraine’s Air Force alone has destroyed a total of 1,893 air targets, 
comprising 187 aircraft (Su-25, Su-30, Su-34, Su-35, Il-76, Il -22), 107 helicopters 
(Mi-8, Mi-24, Ka-52); 678 cruise missiles (Kh-101/555, Kalibr, Iskander-K, Kh-59) 
and 921 unmanned aerial vehicles (Orion, Orlan, Forpost, Shahed-131/136).” 

"You only have one week left": Reznikov warns Russians about Putin's plans, 
Ukrainska Pravda reports. “Oleksii Reznikov, the Minister of Defence of Ukraine, has 

https://mobile.twitter.com/DefenceHQ
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383161/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/30/7383085/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BM7VRn_xUmU&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=%D0%92%D1%96%D0%B9%D1%81%D1%8C%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B5%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%B1%D0%B0%D1%87%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%BD%D1%8F%D0%A3%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%97%D0%BD%D0%B8


 
 

warned the Russians that their leadership is preparing for a new "wave" of 
mobilisation and planning to close the borders within a week.  

In early January, the Russian authorities will close the borders for men, then 
declare martial law and begin another wave of mobilisation. The borders will also 
be closed in Belarus." 

• According to the head of Ukrainian Defence Intelligence, the Russian 
leadership has decided to start a new wave of mobilisation from 5 January 
2023, due to the lack of manpower. 

• According to Russian President Vladimir Putin, during the "first wave" of 
mobilisation, at least 300,000 people joined the Armed Forces of the Russian 
Federation, and 150,000 of those mobilised are said to be in Ukraine. 

• At the end of October, Putin declared that the "partial mobilisation" was over. 
However, the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine says that Russia 
has continued mobilisation in a covert mode, despite official statements about 
its completion.” 

Humanitarian 

Ukraine brings back another 140 prisoners of war, Ukrainska Pravda reports, 
citing Andrii Yermak, Head of the Office of the President of Ukraine. “Ukraine and 
the Russian Federation conducted another exchange of prisoners of war. Ukraine 
brought back 140 people on Saturday, 31 December. Among them are wounded, as 
well as the defenders of Mariupol, Snake Island, volunteers of Territorial Defence 
Forces from Slavutych, and fathers and sons who were in captivity together, as well 
as ours [defenders] from the Bakhmut front. 

Eighty-two fighters from the Armed Forces of Ukraine, 15 from the Territorial 
Defence Forces, 22 from the National Guard, 11 from the Navy and 10 from the 
State Border Guard Service. One hundred thirty-two men and 8 women, 22 officers 
and 118 sergeants and soldiers." 

Ukraine’s energy system remains stable despite the recent attack, Ukrinform 
reports, citing Ukrainian Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal. “[Enemy] attacks on civil 
infrastructure across different regions of our country. Residential houses, hotels, 
shops, and event centres were damaged. Casualties reported, Shmyhal wrote. 

According to Shmyhal, Russians want to intimidate Ukrainians, leave them in 
darkness on New Year’s eve, and cause as much damage to civil infrastructure as 
possible.” 

Environmental  

Russia cause damage of over US$40 billion to the Ukrainian environment 
since 24 February, Ukrainska Pravda reports, citing the press service of the State 
Environmental Inspectorate. “The total amount of losses recorded by the State 
Environmental Inspectorate of Ukraine is more than UAH 1.5 trillion [US$40.8 billion]. 

Thus, the Unified Register of Damages included 1,042 facts of events that occurred 
on the territory of our country as a result of the military intervention of the Russian 
Federation and caused damage to the environment. 

In particular, specialists of the State Environmental Inspectorate took 854 soil 
samples and 1,138 water samples. As a result of control measures, the damage to 
the environment was calculated, so the total amount of damage caused to 

https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/30/7383028/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/30/7383028/
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atmospheric air, land and water resources is more than UAH 1.5 trillion [US$40.8 
billion], said Dmytro Zaruba, First Deputy Chairman of the State Environmental 
Inspectorate.” 

Legal  

Russia’s abductions of Ukrainian children are a genocidal crime, the Editorial 
Board of The Washington Post wrote on 27 December. “War is chaotic, inexplicable 
and devastating to children caught up in it. But war is not an excuse to abduct 
children from parents and their nation, as Russia is now doing in Ukraine. This 
is specifically prohibited by the 1948 United Nations Convention on the Prevention 
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. The transfer of Ukrainian children to 
Russia — and attempts to brainwash them, removing their language and culture — is 
a genocidal crime that calls for prosecution. 

The Post’s Robyn Dixon and Natalia Abbakumova reported  Dec. 24 on the details 
of an abhorrent Russian campaign to ship Ukrainian children to faraway 
cities inside Russia. President Vladimir Putin issued a decree in May making it 
easy for Russians to adopt Ukrainian children, and the policy is being “vigorously 
pursued” by the Russian children’s rights commissioner, Maria Lvova-Belova, who 
“openly advocates stripping children of their Ukrainian identities and 
teaching them to love Russia,” they reported. Ukrainian children taken to 

Russia would, at first, insult the Russian leader by singing the Ukrainian national 
anthem, Ms. Lvova-Belova told journalists, “but then it transforms into love for 
Russia.” The Kremlin has boasted of the removals, evidenced by the number of 
photos and videos appearing on its website and on state television. 

While the number of children taken is not clear, Daria Herasymchuk, Ukraine’s top 
children’s rights official, has estimated that nearly 11,000 Ukrainian children 
have been taken by Russia without their parents. 

The seizure of these children appears to violate the treaty, which seeks to outlaw 
acts “with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or 
religious group.” The treaty prohibits “forcibly transferring children of the 
group to another group.” Some international law experts have argued that the 
genocide convention also prohibits acts to destroy a protected group’s culture, 
language and religion” — including that of children. The facts Ms. Lvova-Belova 
and Mr. Putin have acknowledged about assimilating the Ukrainian children into 
Russia and eradicating their culture provide evidence of intent to commit genocide 
as defined by the treaty. 

The provision in the genocide treaty was adopted in the shadow of Nazi 

atrocities, including a scheme directed by Heinrich Himmler to snatch children 
from Poland and place them in German orphanages or with German families to be 
raised as Germans. The first convictions at the Nazi war crimes trials were 

for child abductions. Prosecutor Harold Neely declared that “it is no defense for 
a kidnapper to say he treated his victim well,” noting that “these innocent children 
were abducted for the very purpose of being indoctrinated with Nazi ideology and 
brought up as ‘good’ Germans. This serves to aggravate, not mitigate, the crime.” 

Russia, successor to the Soviet Union, is a party to the genocide convention. But 
Mr. Putin has shown little regard for international laws or norms of any 
kind in his war to wipe out Ukraine’s democracy and its people. He and the 
other Russian officials complicit in genocidal crimes against children should be 
held to account.” 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/12/27/russia-genocide-ukraine-children/
https://www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/documents/atrocity-crimes/Doc.1_Convention%20on%20the%20Prevention%20and%20Punishment%20of%20the%20Crime%20of%20Genocide.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/12/24/ukraine-stolen-children-maria-lvova-belova/?itid=lk_inline_manual_4
https://www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/documents/atrocity-crimes/Doc.1_Convention%20on%20the%20Prevention%20and%20Punishment%20of%20the%20Crime%20of%20Genocide.pdf
https://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?handle=hein.journals/hilj50&div=5&id=&page=
https://www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/genocide-convention.shtml
https://theconversation.com/russias-reported-abduction-of-ukrainian-children-echoes-other-genocidal-policies-including-us-history-of-kidnapping-native-american-children-181451
https://www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/documents/Convention%20on%20Genocide%20Prevention%204586%20R1%20Jan19_ENG.pdf


 
 

Casualties were reported in Mykolaiv and Khmelnytskyi Oblast due to the 
Russian attack, Ukrainska Pravda reports. “Six people in the city of Mykolaiv and 
seven in Khmelnytskyi Oblast were wounded as a result of a missile attack by the 
Russian Federation on Saturday, 31 December.” 

Missile attack: one person dies in Kyiv, 20 injured, buildings damaged, 
Ukrainska Pravda reports. “An elderly man died in Kyiv, the number of injured 
increased to 20 people, including a journalist from Japan, reports Klitschko.” 

Support  

This year, Ukraine de facto became part of NATO – Reznikov, Ukrinform 
reports, citing Ukraine's Defense Minister, Oleksii Reznikov. "The year 2022 was a 
year of great challenges as well as great changes. I thank our soldiers who mastered 
four types of Western MLRS and destroy Russian forces with ten types of 
Western artillery. They successfully defend our skies with IRIS, and NASAMS 
[air defence systems] and proved that they will be able to effectively use the Patriots. 
Today, they are rewriting the textbooks on military art, Reznikov said. 

According to him, the spirit of the Ukrainian people and their invincibility 
demonstrated that Ukraine is the real shield of Europe in the east, and the 
entire civilized world is proud and inspired by Ukrainians and their heroism. This 
year, we de facto became part of NATO. This cooperation will continue. We 
appreciate the contribution of each partner, Reznikov said.” 

Ukrainian border guards receive Canadian Roshels, Ukrainska Pravda reports, 
citing "Suspilne". “Chernihiv border guards received Canadian armoured combat 
vehicles of the Roshel brand. Such vehicles are supplied to Ukraine with assistance 
from international partners. As of the beginning of December, hundreds of such 
vehicles have already been handed out to Ukrainian defenders.” 

New developments    

A. President Zelensky to Russians: Terrorist state not to be forgiven, 

Ukrinform reports. “All this war that you are waging, it is not the war with 

NATO, as your propagandists lie. It is not for something historical. It’s for one 

person to remain in power until the end of his life. And what will be with all of 

you, citizens of Russia, does not concern him. Your leader wants to show that 

he has the troops behind him and that he is ahead. But he is just hiding. He 

hides behind the troops, behind missiles, and the walls of his residences and 

palaces. He hides behind you and burns your country and your future, 

Zelensky said. In his words, no one will ever forgive Russia for terror. No one in 

the world will forgive Russia for this, and Ukraine will never forgive.” 

B. Zelenskyy: There will be a victory for sure, Ukrainska Pravda reports. “We 

haven't lost anything. It was taken from us. Ukraine did not lose its sons 

and daughters – they were taken away by murderers. Ukrainians did not lose 

their homes – they were destroyed by terrorists. We did not lose our lands – 

they were occupied by invaders. The world did not lose peace – Russia 

destroyed it. […] I want to wish all of us one thing – victory. And that's the 

main thing. One wish for all Ukrainians. Let this year be the year of return. 

The return of our people: soldiers – to their families; prisoners of war – to their 

homes, immigrants – to their Ukraine. Return of our lands. And the temporarily 

occupied will become forever free. Return to normal life. To happy moments 

without curfew. To earthly joys without air raid sirens. The return of what has 

https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383136/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383124/
https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-polytics/3644239-this-year-ukraine-de-facto-became-part-of-nato-reznikov.html
https://www.facebook.com/reznikovoleksii/posts/pfbid02YnKgCkUMXDY1RfyTEh8rwLULmFCyEPAnJPzcUu5VQwGvvnwLdGfAcgfcC3haR33Vl
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383117/
https://suspilne.media/349662-cernigivski-prikordonniki-otrimali-kanadski-bojovi-bronovani-avtomobili-roshel/?fbclid=IwAR1lY6Gg0VXGayJBK100txLIEeenZFwiBQkml0BVbbr1enI-I7ohmwELIjg
https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-ato/3644435-president-zelensky-to-russians-terrorist-state-not-to-be-forgiven.html
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2023/01/1/7383167/


 
 

been stolen from us. The childhood of our children, the peaceful old age of our 

parents.”  

C. Putin uses New Year address for a wartime rallying cry to Russians, 

Reuters reports. “Russian President Vladimir Putin devoted his annual New 

Year's address on Saturday to rallying the Russian people behind his troops 

fighting in Ukraine and pledging victory over Ukrainian "neo-Nazis" and a West 

supposedly intent on "destroying Russia". In a stern and combative recorded 

video message, broadcast on national television, Putin cast the war - which 

he calls a "special military operation" - as a near-existential fight for 

the future of Russia. Its soldiers, he said, were fighting for "our motherland, 

truth and justice ... so that Russia's security can be guaranteed". For months, 

the Kremlin presented the conflict as a limited campaign that would not affect 

most Russians' lives. But the speech, delivered in front of grim-faced soldiers 

in combat uniform, put the war squarely centre-stage, telling families gathered 

for the year's main celebration that the months ahead would require support 

and sacrifice from everyone.” 

D. Russia's Shoigu says victory 'inevitable' in New Year message, Reuters 

reports. “With bloody fighting ongoing across the 1,000-km (600-mile) frontline, 

and Russia not having secured any territorial gains since the first months of 

the war, Shoigu told Russian soldiers: Victory, like the New Year, is 

inevitable." 

E. Ukraine’s Foreign Minister calls for the exclusion of Russia from the UN 

Security Council after the missile attack on New Year's Eve, Ukrainska 

Pravda reports. "This time, Russia’s mass missile attack is deliberately 

targeting residential areas, not even our energy infrastructure. War criminal 

Putin ‘celebrates’ New Year by killing people. Russia must be kicked out of its 

UN Security Council seat which it has always occupied illegally, [Dmytro 

Kuleba, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine, stated]. 

F. U.S. concerned by China's ties with Russia, State Dept says after Putin-

Xi call, Reuters reported on 30 December. “The United States is concerned by 

China's alignment with Russia as Moscow continues its invasion of Ukraine, 

the U.S. State Department said on Friday after Russian President Vladimir 

Putin and Chinese President Xi Jinping held a video meeting. Beijing claims to 

be neutral, but its behaviour makes clear it is still investing in close ties to 

Russia, a State Department spokesperson said, adding Washington was 

monitoring Beijing’s activity closely." 

Assessment  

1. On the War 

The Institute for the Study of War has made the following assessment as of 

Saturday 31 December: 

(quote) “Russian President Vladimir Putin’s annual New Year’s Eve address 

continued to illustrate that Putin is uncertain of his ability to shape the 

Russian information space and remains focused on justifying the war and 

its costs to his people. Putin stated that “Russia’s sovereign, independent, and 

secure future depends only on us, on our strength and determination” and that 

2022 “was a year of difficult, necessary decisions, of important steps toward 

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/putin-says-new-year-message-west-is-using-ukraine-destroy-russia-2022-12-31/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russias-shoigu-says-victory-inevitable-new-year-message-2022-12-31/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383142/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383142/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us-concerned-by-chinas-ties-with-russia-state-dept-says-after-putin-xi-call-2022-12-30/
https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-december-31


 
 

achieving the full sovereignty of Russia and the powerful consolidation of our 

society.” He added that the events of 2022 “became the milestone that laid the 

foundation of our new common future, our new true independence.”  He continued: 

“That is what we are fighting for even today, we are defending our people on our 

own historical territories in the new Russian Federation Subjects [the illegally 

annexed territories of Ukraine].”  This speech continued Putin’s rhetorical claims 

not only that Russia has historical rights to Ukraine, but also that Russia’s 

independence and sovereignty depend on regaining control of Ukraine.  Putin 

thereby attempts to cast victory in the war as essential to Russia’s 

continued existence as an independent state.   

These comments were likely meant in part to justify the costly war and to appeal to 

the ultra-nationalist pro-war community that routinely cites the defense of illegally 

annexed territories as reason to pursue even more aggressive goals and to pay 

even higher prices for them in Ukraine. They also indicate, however, that Putin 

remains unwilling to contemplate a meaningful peaceful resolution of the war he 

began other than on terms he dictates to Ukraine and the West.  Putin is unlikely 

to accept any lesser outcome unless Ukraine, with the help of its Western 

supporters, can inflict additional large-scale defeats on Russian forces 

and liberate considerably more of its occupied land. 

Putin did not use his annual speech to make any announcements about how the 

Russian military intends to reverse its setbacks in Ukraine and achieve his 

maximalist goals. The banality of most of the speech is consistent with previous 

ISW assessments that Vladimir Putin may have postponed his annual address to 

the Russian Federation Assembly because he was uncertain of his ability to shape 

the Russian information space amidst increasing criticism of his conduct of the 

war. 

Putin delivered his address from the 

headquarters of the Southern 

Military District (SMD) as part of an 

ongoing effort to portray himself as 

an effective wartime leader actively 

in control of the war effort. Putin 

delivered his address from the Southern 

Military District in Rostov-on-Don with 

Russian military personnel in combat 

uniforms behind him. Putin also 

reportedly presented battle banners to 

the Donetsk People‘s Republic (DNR) 

1st  Army Corps and the Luhansk People’s 

Republic 2nd Army Corps, as well as state 

awards to Russian servicemembers who 

participated in combat missions in 

Ukraine. Russian sources reported that 

Putin also awarded the Cross of Saint 

George to the commander of the Russian 

Armed Forces in Ukraine, Army General 

Sergey Surovikin. Putin likely staged 



 
 

these events at the SMD headquarters to bolster Kremlin efforts to portray Putin as 

being deeply involved in the conduct of the war and an effective wartime 

leader. The award to Surovikin signals Putin’s continued support of the overall 

commander of the war despite the fact that Surovikin‘s tenure has not yet seen 

any significant territorial gains and the fact that the wide-scale deliberate attacks 

on Ukrainian critical infrastructure that Surovikin likely recommended and 

prepared have not brought Russia any closer to victory. 

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu used his New Year’s celebratory 

address to demonize Ukraine and to announce that Russian victory is as 

“inevitable” as the coming of the new year. Shoigu falsely credited Russian 

soldiers with defending civilians suffering “genocide and violence” for “the right to 

speak Russian,” which is an officially recognized national minority language in 

Ukraine. Shoigu further described the war as a struggle against neo-Nazism, 

terrorism, and those who idolize war criminals. Shoigu framed Russian victory as 

the way to prevent attempts to blot out Russia's “glorious history and great 

achievements” and to protect civilians freed from “Nazis” in an apparent attempt to 

motivate Russian soldiers.  

Russian forces are likely depleting their stocks of artillery ammunition 

and will struggle to support their current pace of operations in certain 

sectors of the frontline in Ukraine as a result. Ukrainian Main Military 

Intelligence Directorate (GUR) Chief Kyrylo Budanov reported on December 31 that 

Russian forces in Ukraine are experiencing significant issues with artillery 

ammunition that will become more pronounced by March of 2023. Budanov stated 

that Russian forces had previously used 60,000 artillery shells per day (as of some 

unspecified date) and now only use 19,000 to 20,000 shells. Budanov stated that 

Russian forces have also removed all remaining artillery ammunition from 

Belarusian military warehouses to support their operations in Ukraine. The United 

Kingdom Ministry of Defense (UK MoD) reported on December 24 that Russian 

forces currently lack the necessary stockpile of artillery munitions to support large-

scale offensive operations and that sustaining defensive operations along the 

lengthy frontline in Ukraine requires the Russian military to expend a significant 

number of shells and rockets daily. ISW assesses the constraints on munitions will 

likely in part prevent Russian forces from maintaining a high pace of operations in 

the Bakhmut area in the near term. The depletion of the Russian military’s artillery 

ammunition stocks will likely impact their ability to conduct a high pace of 

operations elsewhere in Ukraine as well. This Ukrainian report that the Russians 

have already depleted ammunition stockpiles in Belarus is a further indicator that 

a renewed large-scale Russian offensive from Belarus in the coming months is 

unlikely. 

Russian forces launched another round of missile strikes targeting 

Ukrainian critical infrastructure on December 31, but this round was of 

reduced intensity compared to previous rounds. Official Ukrainian sources 

stated that Russian forces launched over 20 air-launched cruise missiles (of which 

Ukrainian air defenses reportedly shot down 12) and used 10 Shahed-136 drones 

and an Orlan-10 surveillance drone (all of which Ukrainian forces reportedly 

downed). ISW cannot assess at this time whether the decreased intensity of this 

barrage resulted from Russian missile shortages or whether Russia can continue to 



 
 

conduct intense waves of strikes. Russian milbloggers continued to describe 

the scope of the attack using similar reporting and reactions as they used 

for previous rounds of missile strikes despite the reduced intensity and 

impact. 

Key Takeaways 

• Russian President Vladimir Putin’s annual New Year’s Eve address continued 

to illustrate that Putin is uncertain of his ability to shape the Russian 

information space and remains focused on justifying the war in 

Ukraine and its cost to his domestic audience. 

• Putin delivered his address from the headquarters of the Southern Military 

District (SMD) as part of his ongoing efforts to portray himself as an 

effective wartime leader. 

• Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu demonized Ukraine and 

announced that Russian victory is inevitable in his New Year’s Eve 

speech. 

• Russian forces are likely depleting their stocks of artillery 

ammunition and will struggle to support their current pace of operations in 

Ukraine as a result. 

• Russian forces launched another round of missile strikes targeting Ukrainian 

critical infrastructure but at a reduced intensity compared to previously 

massive waves of strikes. 

• Ukrainian and Russian sources stated that Ukraine and Russia exchanged 

prisoners but differed in their reporting on the number of exchanged 

personnel. 

• Russian forces continued limited counterattacks to regain lost positions 

along the Svatove-Kreminna line on December 31. 

• Russian forces continued offensive operations around Bakhmut and 

Avdiivka-Donetsk City on December 31. 

• The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) announced that the 

Zaporizhia Nuclear Power Plant (ZNPP) lost connection to its last 

functioning backup power line on the evening of December 29. 

• Russian forces continue operations in eastern Zaporizhia Oblast and along 

the southern axis. 

• Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksii Reznikov stated on December 31 that he 

knew “for a fact” that the Kremlin plans to close its borders for men, 

declare martial law, and begin another wave of mobilization in “one 

week or so.” 

• Russian occupation authorities continue to intensify law enforcement 

crackdowns in occupied territories in response to Ukrainian partisan 

activities. 

• Russian occupation officials continue to create unbearable living conditions 

for residents of occupied territories.“ (unquote) 

Liberation of Kreminna will weaken Russian positions near Bakhmut, 
Ukrainska Pravda reports. “Serhii Haidai, the Head of Luhansk Oblast Military 
Administration, has explained that the liberation of Kreminna city (Luhansk Oblast) 
will open up two fronts for the Armed Forces of Ukraine and allow them to strike at 
the Russians who are attacking Bakhmut. 

https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383099/
https://t.me/luhanskaVTSA/7757


 
 

It is impossible to exaggerate the importance here because two fronts are opening 
[from Kreminna – ed.]. One is to Starobilsk, and it will be the de-occupied logistics 
centre of the Luhansk Oblast. And then, it will be very difficult for Russian forces to 
transfer any reserves or equipment or personnel because all roads leading from 
Starobilsk can be taken under fire control. 

Well, and the second direction is Rubizhne-Severodonetsk. This will help [us] 
break this grouping, which constantly attacks Bakhmut." 

War might end by summer 2023, British historian predicts, Ukrinform reports, 
citing Süddeutsche Zeitung. “British historian Ian Kershaw believes that the Russian 
war of aggression on Ukraine will be over by the middle of next year. In the spring, 
we will see if the Ukrainians, with the support of the West, are ready for a 
new offensive that will repel the attackers. If this is so, then we may be on the way 
to one or another decision in the spring or summer... I assume that the war will end in 
half a year," Kershaw, 79, said in the interview, published in German. 

He explains that the current level of attrition is difficult for both sides to 
sustain. What will be important is the condition of both armies at the end 
of this winter. This will be a very difficult winter for Ukraine, but, of course, for 
many Russians, too, the historian noted. 

Kershaw emphasized that Putin is engulfed by big-power fantasies, and went on 
to compare him to Stalin. The Russian president, he said, found himself in a 
position he had never fathomed. Now there is a war going on that he cannot win 
and that is very costly and destructive. He emphasized that Russia is now 
isolated, at least in Europe, so in this sense the decision to invade Ukraine was 
"costly." It "will change Europe, but it is not yet possible to predict exactly how 
Kershaw said. In his opinion, the war has already imposed a new energy policy on 
western nations and led to a recession.” 

Putin suffers from chronic pain and was being treated for cancer at the time of 
invasion – Danish intelligence, Ukrainska Pravda reports. “In its 2021 annual 
report, the FE said Putin was "very likely" to remain Russia's leader after the next 
presidential election in 2024. However, in its report for 2022, it changed this forecast 
to a less certain one, that Putin is "likely" to remain in power for the next five years. 
But our biggest uncertainty concerns his health, or someone removing him because of 
his failing health, the intelligence official said. 

FE does not believe that Putin is suffering from a terminal illness, but 
rather is in severe chronic pain after several falls and accidents. That’s why he 
tends to sit and grab things tightly. It’s to ease the pain, the official noted. 

The publication notes that various media previously reported that Putin was 
suffering from the effects of a fall from a horse in the 2000s. Later, it was reported 
that he had also been injured during judo and hockey classes over the past few 
years. 

At the same time, FE believes that Putin had previously suffered from a form of 
cancer and was being treated for it when he started the war, which may have 
influenced his decision. FE does not expect Putin to die from the disease he is 
suffering from. But over time, it may lead to the fact that the Russian elite will 
want to see a stronger person at the helm. 

It’s our firm impression that part of the elite does see they are heading down 

the wrong track, added the Danish intelligence officer.” 

 

https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-ato/3644478-war-might-end-by-summer-2023-british-historian-predicts.html
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/ian-kershaw-ukraine-putin-hitler-1.5724191?reduced=true
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/31/7383163/


 
 

2. Consequences and what to do?   

With Speeches to Ukraine, and the World, Zelensky Shapes Narrative of the 
War, The New York Times reports. “The history of most wars is written by the victor 
after the fact. But Ukraine’s president, Volodymyr Zelensky, has created his own 
sequencing: a story line of the war against Russia in real time that is intended to rally 
his people, and the Western world. Mr. Zelensky has maintained a running narrative 
throughout the 10-month conflict — telling Ukrainians in nightly video addresses how 
they should view the battles, justify their hardships and believe in the country’s 
ultimate success. 

He is scheduled to address the nation again on Saturday night in a traditional 
New Year’s Eve speech, when Mr. Zelensky sums up the year and offers 
predictions for what lies ahead. It is another opportunity for him to depict the war 
in a way that rallies his fellow countrymen behind the army. 

Mr. Zelensky has also drawn praise for conveying Ukraine’s positions, often in 
passionate language, in speeches by video link to foreign audiences, as he pleads 
for sustained military and financial support. Most recently, he made his first trip 
out of Ukraine since the war started to meet with President Biden and deliver a 
prime-time address to the U.S. Congress. 

His arguments emphasize recurring themes: The Russian government, he says, 

is a terrorist state and will repeatedly attack Europe if not stopped now. 
Military support for Ukraine is the only solution, and Ukrainians are filled 
with pride and patriotism. 

“Zelensky could hardly have done more, or done anything more effective, to get his 
country’s message across,” the journalist James Fallows wrote in a post on 
Substack, the blogging platform, after the Ukrainian president’s speech to a joint 
session of Congress. 

At home, Mr. Zelensky has broadcast on television and has posted video 
addresses on social media nearly every night of the war. In recent months, he has 
signaled to Russian leadership that Ukrainian resistance to Moscow’s goal of 
occupation would not dissipate. He articulated this resolve in the fall, when 
Moscow began striking civilian infrastructure — a strategy on display this week 
when Russia unleashed a wave of missile and drone attacks, including explosions 
on Saturday in Kyiv, Ukraine’s capital. 

In comments in September that were aimed at the Russian leadership, Mr. 
Zelensky asked then, “Without light or without you?” making clear that 
Ukrainians would choose the hardships of war over Russian occupation 

and the brutality that has accompanied it. “Without you,” he declared to Russia. 
In dozens of interviews across the country as cities darkened and homes grew 
cold, Ukrainians repeated the message, sometimes word for word. […] 

But his reassuring messages have earned him a reservoir of good will with most 
Ukrainians. They began on the first day of the invasion in February when he 
posted a selfie video of himself on the streets of Kyiv, to show he had not fled. In a 
video message on the second day of the war, as Russian forces were closing in on 
Kyiv, he stood in front of the presidential office flanked by his advisers. “We are 
here,” he said. “We are in Kyiv. We are protecting Ukraine.” 

Some addresses are short and simple. Looking exhausted late at night, he once 
pointed his cellphone camera at a picture of his family to show what he was 
fighting for. Others are highly produced affairs, drawing on his background in 
show business, as an actor. His first address to the U.S. Congress, delivered via 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/31/world/europe/zelensky-ukraine-war.html


 
 

video, drove home his appeal for weaponry by cutting to scenes of Ukrainian cities 
bombarded by Russian rockets and artillery. 

Most messages are delivered from behind his desk in Kyiv, dressed in a green T-
shirt or fleece. He calls attention to atrocities, thanks supporters and 
cajoles allies for aid. […] In speaking to foreign leaders and groups, Mr. 
Zelensky has shown a knack for tailoring his message to his audience. In a 
videotaped message to Congress in March, for example, he invoked the attacks on 
Pearl Harbor and on Sept. 11, 2001, to urge the United States to help Ukraine 
defend democracy. The video clips of Russian destruction moved some lawmakers 
to tears. 

He quoted Shakespeare and Winston Churchill in a speech to Britain’s Parliament. 
To French lawmakers, he recalled Verdun, where France’s army repelled a 
devastating, monthslong assault by Germany during World War I. And in a 
surprise, prerecorded message played at the Grammy Awards in April, he said to 
the recording industry’s elite: “What is more opposite to music? The silence of 

ruined cities and killed people.” […]” 

 

ME: Warfighting has evolved since 24 February 2022.  

During the initial phase of the invasion, Russia made a failed attempt to end the 
war through a “Blitzkrieg”. The force of 175,000–190,000 soldiers supported from 
the air and the sea was dispersed over multiple axes, to ensure the seizure of most 
of Ukraine as quickly as possible. As a result, it lacked the punch needed in any of 

the directions to break through and break the Ukrainian resistance. The Russian 
forces were scattered around a country larger than France. 

Expecting a quick victory, mechanized units were rushed forward with a minimum 
of supplies, only to discover 
that Ukraine was well 
prepared to meet the assault. 
Strategic objectives were 
effectively defended. Military 

units had left their bases and 
were on the move, avoiding 
the initial air and missile 
onslaught and, therefore, 
prepared to fight. Key 
capabilities like the air 
defence and combat planes 
were dislocated, hidden, and 

protected, effectively denying 
Russia Air Supremacy over 
Ukraine.  

Russian heavy Battalion Tactical Groups were met by a combination of dug-in 
artillery and light Ukrainian forces manoeuvring on their flanks. Ukrainian infantry 
launched anti-tank missiles at the Russian tanks and armoured fighting vehicles at 
the front and rear of the formations, effectively blocking them from moving in either 
direction. This allowed the Ukrainian artillery to concentrate their fire and wipe out 

Russian formations.  

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/16/us/politics/transcript-zelensky-speech.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/16/us/politics/transcript-zelensky-speech.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/08/world/europe/ukraine-russia-zelensky.html
https://www.president.gov.ua/en/news/promova-prezidenta-ukrayini-na-spilnomu-zibranni-senatu-naci-73773
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/03/arts/music/ukraine-zelensky-john-legend-grammys.html


 
 

The pre-sighted artillery claimed most Russian casualties. The Ukrainians deployed 
spotters and drones to locate Russian forces. They were supported by civilians 
calling in the location of Russian battalions. 

There are numerous stories about both immense courage and professionalism, 
including civilians walking out in front of Russian units blocking their advance and 
a Ukrainian soldier blowing himself up with the bridge to delay the Russian 
advance, to Ukraine’s 1st Tank Brigade fighting the 41st Combined Arms Army - a 
Russian force ten times its size—and winning.  

Russia is also fighting another enemy: Inner decay. The initial campaign revealed 

many fundamental shortcomings, including corruption, brutality, low morale, poor 
planning, faulty logistics, bad intelligence, lack of coordination between units, over-
centralization and a paucity of initiative on the part of junior officers and sergeants. 
Additionally, it found itself lacking logistical support, suffering a flawed command 
and control, poor communication, design flaws, lack of maintenance and 
consequential technical problems, and more. Much more.  

Russia suffered huge losses 
during the initial phase of the 

full-scale invasion. This was 
due to numerous reasons 
ranging from Ukrainian 
courage and professionalism, 
their military preparations for 
the assault, the inflow of 
modern western weapons, 
superior Ukrainian 

intelligence (supported by its 
international partners and 
civilian resistance, to 
fundamental flaws within the 
Russian Armed Forces.  

Russia was forced to retreat from the northern axis and refocus its military efforts 
on Donbas. It reviewed and abandoned its Battalion Tactical Group concept and 
has lately started operating in much smaller formations.  

Equally important, it has found itself unable to uphold its high rate of artillery fire – 

the one major military advantage it had over Ukraine – due to a combination of 
Ukrainian precision strikes against its logistic hubs in its rear and losses on the 
battlefield as well as its inability to reproduce the ammunition spent during more 
than 10 months of full-scale war. As a result, its rate of fire has fallen to a third.  

Its stock of precision-guided missiles is also dwindling. According to Ukrainian 
intelligence, Russia only has a stockpile of missiles for a few more large-scale 
attacks against Ukrainian critical infrastructure. A month ago, it was assessed that 
Russia had only 119 Iskanders missiles, or 13 percent of its initial February 2022 

arsenal left. Russian forces have significantly depleted other key high-precision 
weapons systems with only 229 Kalibr missiles (45 percent of the initial February 
2022 stock), 150 Kh-155 missiles (50 percent of the initial February 2022 stock), 
and 120 Kh-22/32 missiles (32 percent of the initial February 2022 stock) 
remaining. The stocks of 3M-55 “Onyx”, S-300, Kh-101, Kh-35, and Kh-47M2 
Kinzhal missiles is also depleted.  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidaxe/2022/12/26/ukraines-artillery-did-the-most-killing-around-kyiv-ultimately-saving-the-city-from-russian-occupation/?sh=7d69f7b6c8b4
https://www.businessinsider.com/defiant-ukrainian-civilians-kneel-in-front-of-russian-tanks-block-roads-2022-2?r=US&IR=T
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/ukrainian-soldier-hailed-as-hero-for-blowing-himself-up-to-stop-russian-forces-2790810
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidaxe/2022/12/25/how-ukraines-1st-tank-brigade-fought-a-russian-force-ten-times-its-size-and-won/?sh=5afcd1cb6c59
https://www.stratagem.no/why-did-the-russian-blitzkrieg-fail/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/04/12/ukraine-military-culture-advantage-over-russia/?fbclid=IwAR1zdeyAbkaxmpzsOGZIiJVPbxxcoKiYivQOEXiuT7yUt7JDN5KTwOpcE_E
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/6/7379520/
https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2022/12/6/7379520/
https://twitter.com/oleksiireznikov/status/1594998365170896896


 
 

The Russian problems are 
reflected on the battlefield. 
While their daily losses of 
equipment have gone down, 
their losses of soldiers have 
gone up and remain at an 
unsustainable level.  

This is a consequence of 
formations being ordered to 

advance against well-prepared 
Ukrainian positions with 
increasingly less fire-support, 
and often without the support 
of tanks and armoured 
vehicles.  

“In terms of the main types of weapons and military equipment, such as tanks, 

armoured combat vehicles and artillery systems, their total losses now exceed the 
number of weapons and military equipment which they had at the start of the 
invasion.” 

A new Russian mobilisation allegedly scheduled for 5 January will not change any 
of these problems. On the contrary, Russia will increasingly be sending their 
soldiers to die for an unjust war that has already been lost.  

The situation makes Oleksii Reznikov, the Minister of Defence of Ukraine, the 

question to Russians the more relevant: "When you go to [fight in] a war where 
you could die or become crippled for the rest of your life, what exactly will 
you be fighting for?" 
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